My Dad bought me the best, a RALEIGH
The New bike for the New age!...the RALEIGH EXPLORER range

Speed, good looks and modern styling make Raleigh Explorers the finest range of cycles ever produced for young people. The bright transfers and exciting colour schemes are specially designed for you! An Explorer brings you lots of fun and healthy exercise; you are able to visit friends, save bus fares and explore the countryside. See about getting one today!

EXPLORER Model 34L

EXPLORER Model 50 & 50L

EXPLORER Model 38
Wheels 24", Frame 17" curved top tube to allow for growth. Finish, Carmine or Black with Red Guards and Red and White Saddle, White cables, kitbag and grips.

EXPLORER Model 40 & 40L
TRENT TOURIST
Model 29 & 29L
Wheels 26", Frame 19½", 21" and 23" Carmine or Blue, 21" and 23" Gents Black and 21" Ladies Black. Carmine and Blue have self colour celluloid Guards. Black has Red Guards. Saddles two tone, kitbags two tone, cables, grips and pedals White.

JUNIOR
Model 33 & 33L
Wheels 26", Frame 19½" Finish, Carmine or Mediterranean Blue. Saddle two tone, kitbag White. Also available with rod brakes, Model 36 Wheels 24" and Frame 17½" and 31L Wheels 24", Frame 18½".

SPACERIDER
Model 30 & 30L
Wheels 20", Frame 16" Finish, Carmine or Mediterranean Blue. Saddle two tone. White toolbag.

DE-LUXE TRICYCLE
Model 32DL
Finish, Black and Yellow or Blue and Yellow. Equipped with Basket, Kickstand and Telescopic Handle and Airsprung Tyres.

Easy terms including full insurance against accident, sickness, unemployment and death benefit.

As a motor car requires a gear box, so a bicycle requires a three speed gear. Gears reduce the strain on hills and against winds, and make cycling twice as easy! See that your bicycle is fitted with a Sturmey-Archer three speed gear.
Available on models 40, 40L, 29 and 29L is 'Dynohub' hub lighting which is as necessary to a bicycle as headlights to a car.

RALEIGH
Products of Raleigh Industries Limited Nottingham
Cycling is even more enjoyable with STURMEY ARCHER

VARIABLE GEARS · BRAKES · HUB LIGHTING SETS

Make sure your cycle is the best — see it's fitted with a Sturmey-Archer gear and 'Dynohub' hub lighting set. You'll enjoy your cycling all the more!
Illustrated
Left. AW 3 speed gear Centre. GH6 'Dynohub' hub lighting unit
Right. The smart head and tail lamps.

YOUR LOCAL RALEIGH DEALER IS